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ull Circle’s most recent project for us was to install new
pre-finished custom-color Homerwood solid cherry
hardwood flooring, alternating and repeating rows of
3”, 4” and 5” face exposure throughout our entire home. e
product was purchased from their Home Center.
Not only did they do this project for me but they also have
restored my business in town; Court Street Antiques this
year. In the past they have built a house for me and a storage
barn. We came to meet Full Circle through a high recommendation from Mr. Jim Conboy.
We are so pleased with the outcome of this work as in the
beginning we were fearful how to tackle the job. However,
because we have become so well acquainted with the level of
professionalism and eye for detail from Full Circle we knew
the job would be well done.
During this flooring project Full Circle’s carpenters kept me
well informed of the full construction process. I was made
aware of time of arrivals and plan of project. When they are
working they are very considerate of my property, taking
shoes oﬀ when able, cleaning up every day, they don’t play
loud music and they were very easy for me to work around
while I was doing my work. ey gently moved my furniture
and it was done in a way that showed concern for my com-

fort.
Tony would leave me notes at the end of the days work. Additionally, he would work with me on the placement of the
flooring to achieve what I believe to be a richer character. I
was glad that my opinion mattered. He really made me feel
like I was a part of the project.
Most of our big projects have come to an end, however our
routine maintenance of our home and business will still
need to happen. We fully intend to call on the services of
Full Circle again.
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